CREATIVE ART CLASSES by Big Island Artist

CALLEY O’NEILL
TAKES YOUR TEAM FROM WHERE THEY ARE…
to the expression of their CREATIVE POTENTIAL
Creatively engage 10 to 125 team members. Materials and supplies provided.
The captivating sessions (2 – 3 hours) must be reserved in advance. Casual wear.
Students can produce individual works of art, or collectively create one large mural.
WINE & WATERCOLOR
CREATE A COLLECTIVE MURAL, or INDIVIDUAL PAINTINGS
Loosen up, laugh, and learn watercolor’s primary techniques, creating your
own painting or one piece of a collective watercolor mural! Based on your
desired mural image, theme, or enhanced logo, Calley will graph the design,
and each person will paint one square, finding out at the end that it comes
together as a mural. This is a fabulous one-of-a-kind activity that brings your
team together, boosts their creativity and courage, and proves that there's an
artist hidden in everyone! (2-½ hr) Great for beginners and seasoned artists!
$550. for up to 10 people, plus $20. each additional person, plus refreshments.
CABERNET &KALEIDOSCOPIC WATERCOLOR
CREATE A COLLECTIVE MURAL OR INDIVIDUAL PAINTINGS
This is a fast, fearless, fun, way to learn watercolors. Learn how to design,
draw, transfer and refine your kaleidoscope pattern onto your 12” or 16”
square panel. Symmetry is magic in releasing creativity! Learn wet-intowet; pick up techniques, dry brush and watercolor pencil to paint your
kaleidoscopic mandala. Sit back and be amazed at what you can do!
Alternatively, the project can be designed for all the paintings to come
together as one beautiful mural for your headquarters lobby. (3 hours)
$650. for up to 10 people, plus $20. each additional person, plus refreshments.

ZENTANGLE and ZINFANDEL
Create a SURPRISE MURAL or Individual WORKS OF ART

Learn Zentangle pattern drawing (originated by Rick Roberts &
Maria Thomas) in black pen on 3.5” fine paper tiles. Pattern
drawing is a powerful way to ignite your imagination, and clear your
mind, anytime, anywhere ~ even on the run. Experience the
unfolding of creativity, inner peace and harmony as you have fun
drawing ZENTANGLE style. Alternatively, the squares or shapes
can be put together as a ZENTANGLE mural for your headquarters.
$550. up to 10 people, plus $20. each additional, plus refreshments.

PINOT & PICASSO HAWAIIAN STILL LIFE PAINTING
In a lovely Four Seasons setting, Calley will set up a beautiful,
inspiring Picasso style Hawaii Island still life for your group. Then,
step-by-step, she will teach your team how to see it, draw it
successfully, and the step-by step basics to glaze paint it in watercolor.
What a lifelong gift for your team! (3-hour studio)
Sip that Pinot, relax and be creative! Take that, Picasso!
$650. for up to 10 people plus $20. each additional, plus refreshments
MERLOT and MANDALA JOURNEY
Choose a group MURAL or Individual WORKS OF ART
The combination of spirits and a compelling visual meditation provide an
unexpected quantum leap for novice artists! Loosen up your team and invite
them to create a beautiful, colorful mandala using fine Prismacolor colored
pencil glazing on 12” square fine black paper. Mandalas are hypnotic
enjoyable, no-fail masterpieces that you can take home and cherish. You’ll
never want to stop! (2-½ hour studio)
$650. for up to 10, plus $20. each additional person, plus refreshments

MOSAIC and MERLOT BLANC
Iced teas, juices, healthy snacks
The ancient art of mosaic is an engaging creative meditation. Using
fine handcrafted Mexican smalti (mosaic tesserae) each person or pair
will create a mandala (magic circle) and Calley’s team will grout them
with a fine sand colored grout, and package them for shipping. Mosaic
is labor intensive and will require two 3-hour sessions, with full
concentration. This experience can be arranged for individual works of
art, or a pre-designed stunning mandala mural for your lobby.
$2,500. Plus $75 per person, plus refreshments, plus shipping.
The ULTIMATE! PERMANENT STAINED GLASS MURAL
With your HANDCRAFTED TEAMWORK MOSAIC BORDER
Ice Teas, Juices, Healthy Snacks
Planning well in advance with your decision makers, Calley will
design a major, meaningful, custom interior or exterior stained glass
mural (150 - 200 sq. ft.) according to the visions and ideas of your
team, for your headquarters or for your local school. The border will
be created (as described in the description above) on site by your
team. Each team of two will create a border square out of fine
handcrafted Mexican glass smalti.
$175,000. 150 - 200 sq. ft. plus refreshments, shipping, installation.

